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1. Introduction

Gesture recognition, i.e., the recognition of pre-defined
gestures by arm or hand movements, enables a natural
extension of the way we currently interact with devices
(Horsley, 2016). Commercially available gesture recog-
nition systems are usually pre-trained: the developers
specify a set of gestures, and the user is provided with
an algorithm that can recognize just these gestures.

To improve the user experience, it is often desirable to
allow users to define their own gestures. In that case,
the user needs to train the recognition system herself
by a set of example gestures. Crucially, this scenario
requires learning gestures from just a few training ex-
amples in order to avoid overburdening the user.

We present a new in-situ trainable gesture classifier
based on a hierarchical probabilistic modeling ap-
proach. Casting both learning and recognition as prob-
abilistic inference tasks yields a principled way to de-
sign and evaluate algorithm candidates. Moreover, the
Bayesian approach facilitates learning of prior knowl-
edge about gestures, which leads to fewer needed ex-
amples for training new gestures.

2. Probabilistic modeling approach

Under the probabilistic modeling approach, both
learning and recognition are problems of probabilis-
tic inference in the same generative model. This gen-
erative model is a joint probability distribution that
specifies the relations among all (hidden and observed)
variables in the model.

Let y = (y1, ..., yT ) be a time series of measurements
corresponding to a single gesture with underlying char-
acteristics θ. The characteristics are unique to gestures
of type (class) k. We can capture these dependencies

by the probability distribution

p(y, θ, k) = p(y|θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dynamical

model

· p(θ|k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gesture

characteristics

· p(k)︸︷︷︸
gesture

class index

. (1)

Because the measurement sequence is temporally cor-
related, it is natural to choose p(y|θ) to be a hidden
Markov model (HMM). HMMs have been successfully
applied to gesture classification in the past (Mäntylä
et al., 2000). Under this model, θ represents the set of
parameters of the HMM.

During learning, the parameter values θ of gestures of
class k need to be learned from data. We choose to
learn this distribution using a two-step approach.

In the first step, a prior for θ is constructed. This
prior distribution can be obtained in various ways.
We have chosen to construct one that captures the
common characteristics that are shared among all ges-
tures. This is done by learning the distribution using
dataset D, consisting of one measurement from each
gesture class. This can be expressed as

p(θ|D, k) =
p(D, θ, k)∫
p(D, θ, k) dθ

. (2)

In the second step, the parameter distribution is
learned for a specific gesture class, using the previ-
ously learned p(θ|D, k) and a set of measurements Dk

with the same class k:

p(θ|D,Dk, k) =
p(Dk|θ)p(θ|D, k)p(k)∫

p(Dk, θ, k|D) dθ
. (3)

In practice, exact evaluation of Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 is
intractable for our model due to the integral in the
denominator. We use variational Bayesian inference to
approximate this distribution (MacKay, 1997), which
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results in a set of update equations that need to be
iterated until convergence.

During recognition, the task of the algorithm is to
identify the gesture class with the highest probabil-
ity of having generated the measurement y. This is
expressed by

p(k|y) =

∫
p(y, θ, k) dθ∑

k

∫
p(y, θ, k) dθ

. (4)

If we assume that each gesture is performed with the
same a priori probability p(k), then p(y|k) ∝ p(k|y).
To calculate p(y|k), the method as proposed in Chap-
ter 3 of Beal (2003) is used: the obtained variational
posterior distribution of the parameters is replaced by
its mean, which allows exact evaluation of p(y|k).

3. Experimental validation

We built a gesture database using a Myo sensor
bracelet (ThalmicLabs, 2016), which is worn just be-
low the elbow (see Fig. 1). The Myo’s inertial mea-
surement unit measures the orientation of the bracelet.
This orientation signal is sampled at 6.7 Hz, converted
into the direction of the arm, and quantized using 6
quantization directions. The database contains 17 dif-
ferent gesture classes, each performed 20 times by the
same user. The duration of the measurements was
fixed to 3 seconds.

Figure 1. The Myo sensor bracelet used to measure ges-
tures.

As a measure of performance, we use the recognition
rate defined as:

Recognition rate =
# correctly classified

total # of samples
. (5)

The gesture database is split in a training set contain-
ing 5 samples of every gesture class, and a test set

containing the remaining (15x17=) 255 samples. The
recognition rate is evaluated on models trained on 1
through 5 examples. To minimize the influence of the
training order, the results are averaged over 5 different
permutations of the training set.

To compare our algorithm, we have also evaluated the
recognition rate of the same algorithm with uninfor-
mative prior distributions and of a 1-Nearest Neighbor
(1-NN) algorithm using the same protocol.

Figure 2. Recognition rates of the 1-NN algorithm, the pro-
posed algorithm without prior information (HMM), and
the proposed algorithm with informed prior distributions
(HMM prior).

Figure 2 shows the recognition rates of the algorithms.
Both hidden Markov based algorithms have a higher
recognition rate than the 1-NN algorithm. For per-
sonalization of gesture recognition, we are especially
interested in learning gesture classes using a low num-
ber of training examples. In particular for one-shot
training (from one example only), the hidden Markov
model using the learned prior distribution corresponds
to the highest recognition rate.

The algorithm was also tested for gestures that are not
used to learn the prior distribution. When the prior
is constructed with similar gestures, the new gestures
are also learned faster than when uninformative priors
are used.

There are multiple ways to incorporate these results in
a practical gesture recognition system. For example,
the prior distribution can be constructed by the devel-
opers of the algorithm. Another possibility is to allow
users to provide prior distributions themselves. This
means that the system will take longer to set up, but
when a user wants to learn a specific gesture under in-
situ conditions, it will require less training examples.
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